den for the Lisp machine thereby increasing throughput to allow real-time operation.

The three vehicles we have briefly described here are, of course, simple test beds for algorithm and sensor development. They have been viewed as throw-away vehicles and as such have provided a fairly inexpensive means to gain a great deal of hands-on experience. The ultimate test will come in a real vehicle operating at reasonable speeds in an outdoor environment. Eventually, all of the processors must be carried by the vehicle to make a truly autonomous system.

CONCLUSION

An early autonomous system capability has been successfully demonstrated. Although the environment and vehicles have been very simple, a great deal has been learned about the required configuration for more capable autonomous systems. The goal of this first generation of system investigation was to retrack the steps of some of the previous projects that used problem-solver-based AI methods, but now to use knowledge-driven methods. This has been successfully accomplished and it has been shown that with even simple knowledge-driven control systems, many of the severe limitations of previous attempts can be avoided.
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